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Velocity profile of concentrated suspensions
Flow curve derivation
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T : Total Torque
Ω : Angular velocity
τ : shear stress














h : Height of fluid
Rin/out : Radius of the inner/outer cylinder
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Consequences for the rheologist
Example : an artificial Herschel-Bulkley fluid τ = τy + K γ˙n
s = RinRout = 0.9
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Consequences for the rheologist
The same fluid with a wide-gap geometry
s = RinRout = 0.2
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Example : a polymeric gel
Ancey, J.Rheology 49 (2005) 441-460
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S : adimensionalized shear stress
Γ : adimensionalized angular velocity
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Do we measure the material property...
...or some flow artifacts ?
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Velocity profile of concentrated suspensions
Flow curve derivation
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Properties of the suspensions
The simplest complex fluid
Iso-index ⇒ transparency
Iso-density ⇒ No gravitation effects
Molecular tagging of the particles




























Triton X 100         −6.5771e−04 g/cc °C
Dibromohexane    −1.2635e−03 g/cc °C
















































Dibromohexane	 −3.6667e−04  1/°C
UCON oil	          −3.4250e−04  1/°C





















Temperature [ ˚ C]
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Temperature effects
Temperature effects on the light transmission






















Temperature [ ˚ C]
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Wavelength effects
Refractive index mismatch effects on the
transmission
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Wavelength effects
Wavelength effects
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Wavelength effects
Wavelength effects
RGB picture with a color CCD camera :
Blue component Red component
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Velocity profile of concentrated suspensions
Flow curve derivation
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FPIV / FPTV techniques
Measurement methods
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Measurement setup
The setup
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Velocity profile of concentrated suspensions
Flow curve derivation
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FPIV Images
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Velocity profile of concentrated suspensions
Time evolution of the suspension
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Velocity profile of concentrated suspensions
Bottom end effects









35mm from the bottom
25mm from the bottom
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Flow curve derivation
Futur work
We want to use the same techniques
to make dam-break experiments
and measure the inner velocity profile at the front
See Poster 165 at the poster session
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Iso-index ⇒ transparency

























Why Rhodamine 6G ?











Produit tamisage par voie humide dans de
l’ ?thanol
REPRODUCTIBILITE
Choix de la Rhodamine 6G
Excellent efficacit ?
suffisamment faible ”Stokes shift”
Suspension properties
Iso-index ⇒ transparency










Should not disolve PMMA
Low absorption
No excitation
Variable viscosity
